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1 A cycle leader’s responsibilities  

1.1 The standard tour leader role  

Exodus cycling leaders should always assume the full role of a normal Exodus tour leader. Exodus’ expectations of 
this role can be found in the Exodus Leader Handbook which all Exodus leaders should read and follow. This Cycle 
Leader Handbook explains the extra roles and responsibilities of an Exodus cycling leader.  
 

1.2 Cycle specific responsibilities  
Exodus cycling leaders should read and understand all the requirements shown in this manual. As a general principle, 
cycling leaders understand that they are responsible for the following during the Exodus cycling trip: 
 

 Cyclist Safety 

 Cycling enjoyment 

 Managing the support team 

 The bike fleet whilst on the trip 

 

2 The bikes   

2.1 Before the trip  

2.1.1 Checks on bike preparation  

 
The local operator is responsible for ensuring a standard process for bike maintenance and preparation is in place for 
all Exodus cycle trips. This is shown in the relevant section (6.2) of the Cycling Holidays Handbook as below.  
 

 Those responsible for preparing the bikes will be provided with a full list of clients who require bikes, 
showing each client’s height and gender  

 One bike per client must be assigned using the Frame Size Table (shown in Appendix B) plus at least two 
spare bikes to be taken on the trip (1 small, 1 large) 

 Once the bikes have been chosen for the upcoming group, the following should be done for each bike:  
a. Servicing as required. Following a full visual check, and any reported faults or concerns.  
b. Oil and lube 
c. Details of the service must be logged against each bike in the maintenance history log 

 Those responsible for preparing the bikes must take a short ride on each bike to ensure they are happy it is 
in full working order before it is given to clients.  

While the above may be the responsibility of others, the Exodus cycling leader must check this work has been carried 
out to a good standard and that all bikes are ready to be handed over in a good condition.  
 

2.1.2 Checks on general equipment 

 
As shown in the Cycle Holidays Handbook, an agreed list of equipment, tools and spares should be carried on the 
trip. The standard Cycle Trip Equipment Checklist is shown in Appendix C 
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The leader is responsible for checking all the correct equipment is carried on each trip.  
 

2.2 At the start of the trip 

2.2.1 Issuing bikes to the group 

 

 Bikes should be delivered to the group fully built and ready to ride after individual saddle height adjustments 
are made.  

 Each bike should been given to the named individual, preferably by attaching a temporary label with the 
client name, and the bike frame size to each bike. 

2.2.2 Bike explanation and set-up 

 

 Leaders are required to give a brief demonstration of the bike (brakes, gears, any possible adjustments). It is 
recommended this happens before clients are given their individual bikes to ensure they all focus on the 
explanation.  

 Special note should be made of which hand controls the brake levers for the front and rear brakes. UK bikes 
are set-up with the front brake on the right hand side but this differs in many other countries and clients 
should be briefed accordingly.   

 The leader (and assistant leaders if applicable) should then assist all clients in adjusting the bikes to make 
them comfortable, including altering the height of the saddle and occasionally the angle of the handlebars.  

 Leaders should encourage clients to take a short test ride (ie 1 or 2 minutes) in a safe area, to check the 
gears, the brakes and the saddle height after the set-up.  

2.2.3 The M-check  

 

 When the bikes have been assigned, explained and adjusted to each individual, the leader is required to 

gather all clients around, each with their own bike and run through the M-check. The ‘M’ check method 

checks the major components of the bike and a full explanation is shown here. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7o0rD_6W_Ew 

 On the first few days, before the ride, leaders should arrange a group M-check with each client looking at 

their own bike.  

 After that, the leader should encourage each client to conduct an ‘M’ check on their own bike before each 

days cycling. 

2.2.4 Clients who bring their own bikes 

 

 Clients who bring their own bike should participate in the M-check at the start of the trip and before each 
days riding.  

 Leaders should be on hand to assist with the set-up of the bike at the start of the trip if needed.  

 Leaders should assist clients with any bike related concerns, and provide what help they are able to.  

2.2.5 Clients who bring their own pedals and saddles 

 

 Clients are encouraged to bring their own saddles (or gel seat covers) or cleat pedals (SPD etc) and shoes if 
this is what they are used to. Leaders should assist these people in adding these to their hire bikes.  
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2.3 During the trip  

2.3.1 Daily procedures  

 

 Before each ride - leaders should remind clients to do their own M-check 

 During the ride – leaders should suggest and assist with adjustments to gears, brakes, saddle height to 

improve the comfort or handling of the bike. 

 After each ride - leaders should ensure bikes are visually checked, lubed and cleaned if necessary  

2.3.2 On-trip maintenance and repairs 

 

 Leaders should encourage clients to report any bike concerns or problems as soon as they are aware of it.  

 Leaders or the support team should have the skills, tools and spares to fix most bike issues as they arise 

during the trip.  

 The leader will normally need to address issues at the time it is reported, unless it is clear the customer can 

continue riding comfortably and safely. Otherwise leaders are expected to arrange for bike issues to be fixed 

at the next suitable stopping point.  

2.3.3 Replacement bikes 

 
It is key that riders are able to continue riding at all times, therefore if a bike can’t be repaired on the same day, the 
leader should go out of their way to allow this. Options include: 
 

 Give the client one of the spare bikes (if of an appropriate size) 

 Offer their bike to the client (and use the spare themselves) 

 Source a new bike from another supplier 

 Make a detour to ensure the bike is repaired elsewhere 

2.4 At the end of the trip 
 

 The Leader should report any issues related to a particular bike to the person responsible for the fleet.  

 The person responsible for the fleet should give every bike a full service with any repairs or adjustments and 

all work done on a particular bike should be recorded in a maintenance log. 
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3 Vehicle Support and Staff 

3.1 Vehicle support styles and definitions 
 
Leaders should understand and manage the vehicle support in a way that maximizes the enjoyment and safety of the 
group. To do this they must first understand the type vehicle support that is included in the trip. Exodus defines the 
different styles of vehicle support as follows, and this should be reflected in the customer trip notes:  
 
 
Full Support  
 
Vehicle and support staff are 100% dedicated to the group and are available at all times. 
 

 Vehicle follows group over all passable terrain. Eg. 90-100% of the time.  
 Vehicle set up to comfortably carry all pax, bikes and bags. 

 Unlimited number of clients can choose to ride or not ride at any time. 

Partial Support  
 
Vehicle support is only partially available due to limited space, route restrictions or lack of need. 
 

 Vehicle may be used only for transfers to and from rides. 

 Vehicle does not regularly follow the group on all routes due to it accessibility or when its simply not needed 

(easy cycle paths) 

Emergency Only Support 
 
Vehicle does not follow group atall 
 

 Support vehicle is shared with other groups, or self-guided roles. 

 A vehicle will be made available in emergency. Could take up to 1 hour to reach the group. 

 

3.2 A leader’s role in managing the vehicle support 
 
In order to ensure the clients get the most out of the riding and are safely supported at all times, the leader will need 
to consider the following points: 
 

 Integral transfers. Where transfers are included as part of the itinerary, leaders should make sure they are 

done as efficiently as possible so as to maximize the riding time.   

 Make a daily plan and manage the team accordingly. Ensure that the support team, assistant leaders and 

the riders know how the vehicle support will be provided each day, and any variations required.  

 Communications. Make sure that leaders and the support team can communicate as needed, especially with 

regard to changes that may need to be made to an agreed plan. Use mobile phones, radios, or regular and 

agreed stopping points or intervals. 
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 Emergencies. The leader and support crew should have a clear understanding of what they will need to do in 

an emergency situation or following an accident.   

 Always look to make improvements. The leader and the support team should always be looking for better 

ways to support the riders. Eg. nicer or more interesting stopping points, or considering how they can 

improve the service from the support crew.  
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4 Customer briefings  

4.1 Briefings at the start of the trip  

4.1.1 The Main Briefing 

 
The leader should deliver a standard Main Briefing as outlined in the Exodus Leader Handbook. The main briefing 
will focus on all non-cycling parts of the holiday – for example food, accommodation and money etc.  

4.1.2 General cycle briefing  

 
A Cycling Briefing would normally be done as part of the Main Briefing, but could be done separately. It would 
normally be done the night before the first day of riding and always before the bikes are distributed.  
 
The leader will also need to explain how the cycling part of the holiday will operate so clients have a good idea of 
what to expect during the cycling. The cycling briefing should therefore include: 
 

 Introduce any support staff on the trip and explain their roles. 

 Describe how the vehicle support works (see section 3.1 above) in detail so clients are aware of when then 

can expect assistance and help.  

 Explain how the group will ride the routes on a normal day including: cycling pace, rest and photo stops, re-

grouping stops, staying together or more spread out, and the support the leaders will offer.   

 Give a brief overview of the route including highlighting any different or challenging sections (do not discuss 

each day in detail at this stage).  

 Let customers know when they will get their bikes. 

4.1.3 Cycle safety briefing  

 

 A crucial part of the cycling briefing will be on safety while cycling. All the key points for customers are 

shown in the Exodus Safe Cycling Guide leaflet which will have been sent to customers just before their 

holiday.  

 The Safe Cycling Guide leaflet should be printed (double-sided and in colour) and a copy given to each 

customer prior to the main briefing.  

 The cycle leader should then use the Safe Cycling Guide leaflet to explain how customers should keep 

themselves safe on the trip. Leaders will need to adapt their explanation to the trip and country in question, 

but each of the 6 sections should be mentioned and explained to the group.  

 Giving this cycle safety briefing well is the most important thing a leader can do to prevent accidents on their 

trip.  

For reference, the content of the Safe Cycling Guide leaflet is shown in Appendix A 
 

4.1.4 Bike handover briefing 

 
Section 2.2 above lays out the requirements for the bike handover and briefing, including the M-check.  
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4.2 Briefings during the trip  

4.2.1 Evening briefings 

 
As with all Exodus trips daily briefings are obligatory. On the evening prior to each ride the leader must explain the 
next day’s riding to the whole group. Points covered will include: 
 

 Using a map to show the overview of the route for the day 

 Any included transfers needed as part of the travel on that day 

 Expected distance of the days ride 

 Expected terrain (road surface, ascent and descent) 

 Planned stops: notable rest stops, lunch, and any visits 

 Where the ride will finish and the accommodation they will be using that night 

The following morning, before setting off for the days ride, the leader should remind the group of the main points.  
 

4.2.2 ‘Next section’ route descriptions 

 
At rest stops and re-grouping points during the ride leaders are expected to give short ‘next section’ briefing to let 
clients know what is coming up: 
 

 The distance and approximate duration of the next section 

 Any known hazards (road surface, heavy traffic, steep descents, difficult route finding etc) and how to avoid 

them 

 Any directions and junctions the group should look out for 

 Points of interest to look out for 

 The next planned stopping or re-grouping point 
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5 Ride Management  
 
Leaders are expected to directly manage and closely control each riding day to ensure: 
 

 The safety of all cyclists 

 Each client gets the most out the riding  

 Each client gets the most out of the destination 

5.1 Managing the ride team (riders and vehicle support) 

5.1.1 Confirm and present the ride plan 

 

The leader should confirm and explain details of the route for the day to both the support staff and the group 

(where necessary referring to the Daily Ride Plan document). If necessary, adjustments should be considered to 

allow for changing road conditions, weather, cycling ability etc.  

5.1.2 Controlling the riders 

 
The leader should control the riders so that the team rides according to the leaders expectations in terms of speed, 
stopping points and rider spread (how far apart the front rider is from the back rider, or from assistant leaders).  
 
Group speed and pace 
 
The leader should aim to set an appropriate cycling pace for the whole group: 

 

 Pace should be in line with the slower members of the group so as not to leave them behind or under 

pressure to cycle at an uncomfortable pace. 

 On flat, smooth tarmac, in normal weather conditions a suitable group speed while cycling is approximately: 

20 kilometres per hour or 12.5 miles per hour.  

 If some members of the group are especially slow, and it becomes clear the group may not achieve the 

objective that day, the leader should encourage slower customers to use the support vehicle. 

 Experienced riders will often want to cycle faster than the pace the leader needs to set to suit the whole 

group. Leaders must decide under what circumstances it is safe to allow riders to cycle ahead of the group 

and leader at a faster pace. Clear instructions should always be given if this is allowed.  

 Riders should be encouraged not to ride in a close formation ‘peloton’. This is too risky and technical for an 

Exodus trip, and Exodus is not able to ensure the experience of the riders or the predictability of the terrain 

or other road users.  

Stopping points 
 
The leader should ensure stopping points are agreed and suitably frequent. Stops for all of the following reasons 
should be included:  
 

 short rest and re-grouping stops 

 longer refreshment and rest stops 

 ad-hoc points of interest or photo stops 
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 planned visits or excursions 

 lunch stops 

Thought should be put into each stop to choose a suitable location and leaders should always explain the purpose 
and approximate duration of each stop to the group.  
 
Suitable leader position 
 

 Where the leader should cycle in relation to the riders varies greatly depending on a range of factors: the 

presence or lack of assistant cycling guides, the location and number of support vehicles, the difficulty of the 

terrain, the frequency of stopping points, and the ease of route finding.  

 A leader will need to vary their riding positon each day and during the day.  

 When required a leader should ride at the front controlling the pace of the group entirely.  

 At other times a leader is best cycling towards the back of the group to support the slower or less 

experienced riders.  

 A leader will often need to cycle back and forth along the line of riders and may well cover extra distance to 

the rest of the group. 

Backmarker 
 

 Wherever possible a regular ‘backmarker’ should be in place. This will normally be the support vehicle or an 

assistant guide. Where neither of these are available a leader will need to consider an appropriate 

alternative, which may include more experienced clients volunteering to take this role in rotation.  

5.2 Ride Safety 
 
In the ride safety briefing at the start of the trip, the leader should have covered all the points shown in the Safe 
Cycling Guide document – and these are the responsibility of each rider. However the leader also has their own 
specific responsibilities to ensure rider safety and these are explained below.  

5.2.1 Appropriate equipment. (Safe Cycling Guide reference: The right kit; know your bike and use it properly).  

 

 Leaders should ensure clients follow the kit advice in the Safe Cycling Guide document. 

 This includes enforcing the Exodus Cycle Helmet policy for all customers at all times.  

Wearing a helmet is mandatory for anyone taking part in any guided Exodus cycling holiday. Group members 
must bring their own helmets, as they are not available for hire, even if they are hiring a bike from Exodus. 
 
Customers who choose to ignore our advice do so entirely at their own risk and on the understanding that it may 
affect the validity of their travel insurance. It should also be noted that in some countries we travel to wearing a 
helmet is already a legal requirement. 

 

 The policy requires leaders to adhere to the policy themselves.  

 Leaders should ensure that each client is comfortable and able to use their bike properly, and that each bike 

is correctly set-up. 
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5.2.2 Riding style and control. (Safe Cycling Guide reference: How to ride) 

 

 The leader should ensure that clients ride following guidance in the Safe Cycling Guide document.  

 The leader should challenge any individual who cycles recklessly ie. excessive speed, lack of attention to 

hazards, lack of attention (too close) to other group members.  

5.2.3 Managing hazards. (Safe Cycling Guide reference: Road and traffic hazards) 

 
The leader should ensure that clients consider road and traffic hazards by following guidance in the Safe Cycling 
Guide document. Beyond this, the leader should also carefully consider all possible route hazards as follows: 
 
Known route hazards  
 
Known route hazards should also be obvious to any leader who has covered the route before, but should also be 
mentioned in the Daily Ride Plan. Known route hazards must be managed by the leader to ensure the group remains 
safe while riding through those sections.  
 

Examples of known route hazards 
 

Road surface  Many or deep potholes 

 Loose gravel  

 Especially muddy  

 Challenging off-road sections 

 Areas undergoing road works 

 Wet surfaces affecting grip and braking  

Road geography  Unlit tunnels  

 Challenging descents (long, steep, poor surface etc) 

 Unprotected drops 

 

Risks from other road users  Fast or major roads allowing other vehicles to travel at high speeds 

 Congested city traffic 

 Heavy general traffic 

 Presence of many large or Heavy Goods Vehicles 

 
To manage the risk of each of these hazards the Exodus cycling leaders should normally:  
 

 Explain the hazard to the group prior to riding that section 

 Ride at the front to ensure they can give instructions or take action should the risk increase.  

 Use controlled riding as needed while the group is cycling through that section 

 Offer the support vehicle to anyone who does not wish to ride that section 

Controlled riding  
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‘Controlled riding’ is where the leader decides to enforce a close riding formation for the whole group to provide 
extra protection when there significant are risks or hazards, for example: especially heavy traffic or busy 
intersections, difficult route finding or especially challenging road surface. 
 
Controlled riding means: 
 

 Riding at a speed where all the group can easily stay together. Making sure the whole group is in sight of the 

leader at all times.  

 Normally cycling in a single file line, with limited distance between front and back.  

 Allowing 2 to 4 bikes lengths between each rider. 

 Using the support vehicles or assistant guides to have a front guide and a rear backmarker.  

 Regularly stopping to re-group as needed.  

Challenging descents 
 
A descent which is long, steep, with blind corners, busy with traffic, or on poor surface will present extra risks. 
Controlled riding as above may not be appropriate as individual’s speeds will vary significantly on a descent, however 
the leader should manage the riders as follows: 
  

 Clearly brief the group on the challenges of the descent.  

 Control the pace of all riders to ensure all are comfortable. This is most likely to involve riding at the front 

and ensuring all riders are behind, or within sight. 

 Ask riders to allow plenty of space between themselves and the rider in front.  

 Ask riders not to over-take others, unless it is clearly safe to do so. If overtaking, the overtaking rider must 

always warn the rider in front with a clear shout, and allow plenty of room.  

 The leader should break the rider on long descents re-group at each stage to check the group and brief them 

on the next section.  

 
Unknown route hazards 
 
Certain hazards will not be known about in advance. For example: 
 

 Challenging weather. High winds, heavy rain or flooding, extreme heat or cold.  

 Sudden change in road surface due to rain, mud or ice.  

 Unexpected road works 

 Unexpected heavy traffic 

When such hazards are spotted leaders should a make a plan that ensures the continued safety of the group. Such a 
plan can include: 
 

 stop the group to provide a general warning to take care 

 the leader rides at the front to monitor any further change in the conditions 

 stop the group and employ controlled riding until the hazard is passed  

 finish the ride early 
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Whilst riding, Exodus leaders should communicate hazards with clients using easily understandable hand signals and 
verbal commands. Clients may also be encouraged to pass these warnings back to following members of the group. 
 
Cycling after dark 

 

 All Exodus routes should be planned so that they can be completed within daylight hours at any time of year, 

as cycling after dark is to be avoided.   

 On longer days leaders may need to adjust departure times to make sure cyclist are not cycling in the dark.  

 In some circumstances rides may need to be cut short to avoid cycling after dark.  

5.2.4 Rider health. (Safe Cycling Guide reference: Your health) 

 

 The leader should ensure that customers follow the health guidance in the Safe Cycling Guide document.  

 However it is also the leader’s job to as far as possible keep an eye on the general health of all group 

members.   

 

5.2.5 Know where all group members are. (Safe Cycling Guide reference: Staying found) 

 
Leaders should ensure all group members know where they are heading and do not get lost or separated from the 
group by:  
 

 Ensuring the cycle safety briefing is clear about how to avoid getting lost and what to do if you are lost 

 Make sure that all the group knows the name, and place of the overnight stop, and has a completed Exodus 

Local Contact Card 

 Providing detailed next section route briefings 

 Using regular rest and re-grouping stops to keep groups close enough together 

 Using the support vehicle and assistant leaders to mark key turns 

 Using controlled riding where needed  
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6 Managing Accidents and Emergencies  

6.1 Planning and preparation  

6.1.1 Understanding local emergency services 

 
The local operator should have checked the availability and quality of local medical facilities along or near the cycle 
route. This information should be provided to the Exodus cycle leader along with a plan of which medical facilities to 
access on each day.  
 
Where access to medical facilities requires a significant detour or a change to the planned route a written Medical 
Emergency Plan (using a standard Exodus template) may be required in order for all parties to be aware of the 
location and access to the best medical care.  
 
Leaders should ensure they are fully informed of the agreed process for accessing the best medical care on any trip.  

6.1.2 First aid skills and kit checks 

 
On all Exodus trips the Exodus leader is the nominated first aider to the group. Detailed requirements for first aid 
provision are shown in the Exodus First Aid Policy. Specifically, cycling leaders should:  
 

 Ensure their first aid training and skills are up to date.  

 Find out what first aid skills are present in other staff – assistant guides, drivers etc.  

 Check their first aid kit is well stocked with appropriate equipment, dressings and medicines.  

6.2 Delivering emergency care 

6.2.1 Immediate care 

 
In an emergency the leader will be the initial person responsible for improving the client’s situation. Each situation 
may be different and should be adapted according to leader’s judgement, experience and the actual circumstances, 
but as minimum, leaders are expect to do the following: 
 

 Ensure rest of group are safe 

 Ensure casualty comes to no further harm through first aid 

 Get the patient to appropriate medical care (call emergency services, or if appropriate take them yourself 
using the trip vehicle). 

6.2.2 Reporting  

 
The accident must be reported to the leader’s manager at the earliest opportunity. The local operator must then 
inform Exodus according to the standards shown in the Incident Management Reference Card. Exodus and the local 
operator will then ensure that the right actions are taken to provide on-going care for the patient and group while 
the rest of the holiday is allowed to proceed.  

6.2.3 After care 

 
After an appropriate medical facility is reached, leaders should not leave an injured person until a clear plan has 
been made for the after care of the injured person with Exodus and the local operator.  
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Appendix A.  Safe Cycling Guide 
 
The right kit 

 Wear a cycle helmet at all times – it’s Exodus policy! 

 And padded shorts for your own comfort. We also always recommend cycle gloves 

 Always carry eye protection – sunglasses or clear plastic lenses to keep the glare and flies out.  

 Think about suitable footwear – stiff soles and ‘closed toes’ are usually preferred.  

 Remember to bring at least one water bottle, you’ll need it halfway up that hill.  

Know your bike and use it properly.  

 Make sure your bike is properly set up for you – ask your leader if the saddle is at the right height? 

 Change gear at the right time for a smooth and safe transition.  

 Give your bike a quick check each morning – the leader will show you the M-check at the start of the trip.  

 Let your leader know if you have any concerns about your bike. 

 Make sure you know which is your front brake and which your back (ask the leader if not sure) and always 

use both brakes evenly.  

How to ride 

 Avoid distractions – like using headphones or trying to take photos while riding.  

 Ride 2 to 4 bike lengths behind the person in front, and at a sensible pace.   

 Cycle single file – or two abreast when safe and legal to do so.  

 Don’t ride right next to or in the gutter.  

Road and Traffic Hazards 

 Don’t expect other road users to notice you or to give way – make eye contact or ride defensively.  

 Be on the constant look out for road hazards – potholes, gravel, wet surface, animals etc. Look 10 meters 

ahead, not at your font wheel.  

 Help your fellow riders by highlighting any potential hazards when riding in a group.  

 Follow your leaders advice about the best way to ride safely according to local traffic conditions and laws.  

Your health  

 Your leader is the appointed first aider, but is also concerned with your general well-being. Let them know if 

you aren’t feeling well. If they aren’t around, stop, rest or use the support vehicle.  

 Keep your energy up by eating properly, including snacks during the rides as needed.  

 Try to get in the habit of doing a few stretches before and after your ride.  

 Drink plenty of fluids – little and often – especially in high temperatures.  

Staying found 

 Make sure you have the leader’s phone number and try to have your mobile cell phone with you. If you think 

you are lost stop and stay where you are.  

 Sometimes your leader will ensure the group cycles together. At other times you can cycle at your own pace 

– with others or alone.  

 Listen to the leader’s instructions before each ride section to know where to stop or turn.  

 Don’t cycle ahead of the leader unless they say its fine.   
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Appendix B. Bike frame size table 
 

Rider Height Frame Size 
Feet and inches Centimetres Inches 

(hybrid & mountain 
bikes) 

Centimetres 
(top end hybrid & 

road) 

Bike size 
(more approximate) 

5 feet or less 152 or less 13, 14 46, 47  XXS 

5’1’’ 155 15, 16, 17 48, 49 XS 

5’2’’ 158 15, 16, 17 48, 49 XS 

5’3” 160 15, 16, 17 50, 51 S 

5’4’’ 163 16, 17, 18 50, 51 S 

5’5’’ 165 16, 17, 18 52, 53 S 

5’ 6” 167 16, 17, 18 52, 53 M 

5’7’’ 170 17, 18, 19 54, 55 M 

5’8’’ 173 17, 18, 19 54, 55 M 

5’ 9” 175 17, 18, 19 56, 57 M 

5’10’’ 178 18, 19, 20 56, 57 L 

5’11’’ 180 19, 20, 21 58, 59 L 

6’ 183 19, 20, 21 58, 59 L 

6’1” 185 20, 21, 23 60, 61 L 

6’2” 188 20, 21, 23 60, 61 XL 

6’3” 190 21, 23 61 – 63 XL 

6’4” 193 23 61 – 63 XL 

6’5” 196  23 61 – 63 XL 

6 feet 6 and over 198 or above 23 61 – 63 XXL 
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Appendix C. Cycle Trip Equipment Checklist  

 
Carried by the leader (or assistant leader) 
Category Item Required or 

recommended 
Packed and 
checked? 

Medical Emergency Small first aid kit Required  

 Mobile phone and emergency contact list  Required  

Tools Tyre levers Required  

 Multi tool (with chain breaker tool) Required  

 Mini pump Required  

 Puncture repair kit Required  

Spares  2 x inner tubes Required  

 Chain quick links Required  

 Cable ties and electrical tape Recommended  

Nutrition  Energy gels or snacks Recommended  

 

Carried in the support vehicle  
Category Item Required or 

recommended 
Packed and 
checked? 

Medical Emergency Full first aid kit Required  

 Client insurance details record Required  

Tools Pliers Required  

 Allen key set Required  

 Pedal wrench  Required  

 Screwdrivers (Philips/cross-head & flat head) Required  

 Spoke key or spoke wrench  Required  

 Chain breaker tool Required  

 Track pump Required  

 WD40 or equivalent  Required  

 Chain lubricant  Required  

 Tyre levers, puncture repair glue & patches Required  

 Bike cleaning materials  Required  

 Duct tape, electrical tape, cable ties Required  

 Bike stand Recommended  

Spares 2 helmets (checked for damage) Required  

 2 bikes (at least) Required  

 3 tyres (at least) Required  

 5 tubes (at least) Required  

 2 chain quick links and full chain Required  

 Multiple brake pads or discs pads Required  

 Multiple brake gear cables Required  

 Multiple spare spokes  Required  

 2 rear mech and hangers  Required  

 Bottom bracket Recommended  

 2 spares wheels (1 front, 1 back) Recommended  

Nutrition  Water or drinks Required  

 Snacks and refreshments Recommended  

 


